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Baglietto, the shipyard, the legend and a brand that echoes through the ages.  Technical

ability is key to the ethos of Baglietto, a name that became synonymous with excellence

in not just Italian, but global shipbuilding. The yard’s soul and the company’s rich

heritage is one of the reasons why, in 2012, Italian entrepreneur Beniamino Gavio res-

cued the yard from the edge of oblivion. As we turned the pages of Baglietto’s archive in

months of painstaking research, a story unfolded that told not just the story of the

yard, but also the history of the country and its leisure marine industry.

!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!
By Dominique GabiraultImages Baglietto andDominique Gabirault archive

INTRODUCING BAGLIETTO
Soon to celebrate its 160th anniversary, the colorful history of
Baglietto has been painted by eloquent and charismatic charac-
ters that have played key roles in driving the yard forward. The
products and fortunes of any shipyard are, after all, a reflection
of the craftsmen who work there and the management at the
helm. The first undeniable quality one recognizes is the yard’s
remarkable durability and prolificacy; launching over 3,000 ves-
sels, consisting of a wide variety of styles, sizes, uses and con-
struction over 159-years. Operating in the sailing and motorized
sectors with equal enthusiasm, Baglietto has been admired as a
pioneer by many different generations.
Since its creation, the yard has produced vessels in all sectors of
the market, with nearly 400 sailboats, of which 85 International
Rule units. Equally impressive, in the motorboat sector between
1958 and 1985, the yard mass-produced almost 400 boats be-
tween 37’ (11.5m) and 72’ (22m), dozens of racing boats, and more
than 100 custom built vessels. In terms of military vessels, Bagli-
etto has built fast boats for navies all over the world. The list of
records and achievements won by craft flying the Baglietto flag

fill the annals of international yacht clubs, air forces and navies
in all four corners of the earth. Always seeking to push the enve-
lope, the yard has collaborated with the foremost designers of
their times, from Caliari to Bannenberg, from Mercati to Cichero,
from Spadolini to Paszkowski… the list is long and distinguished.
While originally positioned in Italy’s northwestern city of
Varazze, close to the French border and Riviera, the shipyard
later expanded with its current location in La Spezia, Italy,
where it enjoys direct access to the azure waters of the
Mediterranean. As the reader will appreciate, recounting the
entire history of Baglietto could fill several volumes and ac-
count for a lifetime’s work, so our biggest challenge was con-
densing it into a concise but comprehensive feature. Due to
restrictions on available space, we have deliberately, and re-
grettably, had to excluded from our study an area in which the
yard has excelled: sailing vessels. A story that is deserving of
equal space in its own right. For now however, we must content
ourselves with telling the motor yachting history of the Grand
Dame of Italian yachting…
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which was then presented to Pope Leo XIII. Enjoying a high profile,
Baglietto followed this with the launch of Giuseppina in 1906, at 74’
(22.6m) and 33 tonnes it was the largest yacht built to date in Italy,
and in 1911 the 44’ (13.5m) motorboat Cio-Cio-San was built for the
famous composer of Madama Butterfly, Giacomo Puccini.
On the passing of Pietro in 1911, his son Bernardo (1883-1977) inher-
ited and ran the family business and, with the help of his brother Gio-
vanni Battista (1878-1946), presided over a period that saw the yard
form close-knit ties with the Italian Government, for whom they built
many vessels. No longer solely building yachts, Baglietto demon-
strated flexibility by producing airships and seaplanes for the Italian
Air Force, as well as fast anti-submarine patrol boats: the renowned
MAS, Motoscafo Anti Sommergibile. While innovating in various
fields, Baglietto’s expert engineers also developed the famous hydro-
foil hull with legendary aviators Crocco and Ricaldoni.
With interests in several fields, the Baglietto brothers created a new
company, CIVES (Costruzioni Idrovolanti Varazze E Scuola) to ad-
dress their representation in the aviation sector, a highly technical
environment that influenced their company for many decades. Fur-
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A BRIEF HISTORY
The small Italian town of Varazze, located on the Ligurian coast be-
tween Genoa and Savona, boasts a rich heritage and long tradition
of shipbuilding. During the second half of the 19th century, the con-
struction of wooden merchant sailing ships flourished in Varazze. In
1854, during Varazze’s heyday, Pietro Baglietto (1841-1911) created the
shipyard that still bears his name to specialize in the building of boats
and rescue craft to service the large vessels. The first boats were built
in his back garden, a short distance from the sea, before 1890 when
Pietro Baglietto was able to acquire his first dedicated workshop fa-
cility on the beach.
With the advent of the steamship and metal hulls, Varazze’s large tra-
ditional shipyards suffered, with many ceasing their activity, but un-
deterred Pietro adapted and turned his focus to building craft for the
emerging leisure market. Starting with small rowing boats he quickly
progressed into sailing craft, before evolving his business to include
motor powered vessels. Quickly establishing a reputation for excel-
lence, Pietro launched many vessels of note and some of the most fa-
mous of that era. In 1888 Pietro was commissioned by a committee
of notable members of the Genoese hierarchy to produce a skiff,

BEFORE ACQUIRING
A WORKSHOP ON

VARAZZE'S SHORE
IN 1890, PIETRO

BAGLIETTO
STARTED BY

BUILDING BOATS IN
HIS BACK GARDEN,
A SHORT DISTANCE

FROM THE SEA.
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Capitalizing on their heightened profile, during this period Baglietto
launched several large and prestigious motor yachts, including three
units named Tiger for Mario Perrone and multiple yachts christened
Ester for vehicle industrialist Piaggio. Not forgetting their sailboat
heritage, Baglietto also delivered the cutting edge 86’ (26.5m) Janua
in 1928 and 68’ (20.85m) Pofi in 1932. As their standard flew high in
the leisure world, commissions from the Italian Naval command for
craft for use by the King also flooded in, alongside orders from fa-
mous men of the day like the writer, poet, journalist and playwright
Gabriele d’ Annunzio. With their sails full and business going well,
Vincenzo was able to indulge in his never ending quest for innovation
and improved performance.
Developing naval architecture that became the envy of navies around
the world, Vincenzo designed a revolutionary hull form that consis-
tently set new world speed records. This hull went on to play a crucial
role for the country in World War II, when the navy’s famous fast anti-
submarine craft (MAS) were built not just at Baglietto, but also at
other shipyards around Italy and by their allies. Commandeered for
military production during the war, alongside the MAS Baglietto also

ther strengthening their links with aviation, Bernardo and Giovanni’s
two younger brothers, Stefano (1888-1919) and Vincenzo (1891-1978),
both served in the Italian Air Force. Stefano, a distinguished pilot who
held the world altitude record, died in 1919 as a result of a plane crash,
while after World War I his brother Vincenzo continued his engineer-
ing studies, graduating in naval architecture and engineering from
the University of Glasgow.
Such close links with aviation determined the technical direction of
the company in 1921 and, coupled with Vincenzo’s love for experi-
mentation, the fruit of this relationship was reflected in the yachts
the shipyard later produced. Cutting edge engineering for their day
and a keen competitive edge contributed to Baglietto’s considerable
success in sailing and boating competitions between the two World
Wars. The sailboats Viky, Bamba 6mR and Bona 8mR claimed the
greatest European yachting trophies, while in the motorboat arena
craft like Baglietto I and XXI, Alagi, Ravanello, Asso, Asso RB and
the Lia line took world records at speed events. Such success on the
water raised the Baglietto shipyard’s profile around the world, from
the rivers of the USA to the Italian lakes. 

In the early 20th century Baglietto
produced airships and seaplanes

for the Italian Air Force and
Stefano Baglietto (1888-1919)
held the world altitude record.
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produced a number of other anti-submarine, minesweeping and as-
sault craft. At the end of hostilities however, Baglietto were free to
pick up the pieces of their past business and focused once again on
making their mark in leisure yachting.
Post-war production was marked by the launching of several large
sailing yachts, including the 77’ (23.7m) Caroly in 1948, and 63’ (19.3m)
Ea in 1952. Though relatively diminutive by today’s standards, these
were large yachts in their day. With much surplus military material
in Europe at the time, an opportunity also presented itself for the con-
version of military units into pleasure boats. Baglietto enthusiasti-
cally set about beating swords into ploughshares, with several notable
examples. Refitted in 1950, Sereno was a 400-ton ex-US Navy vessel,
while an ex-British Navy ship was re-launched in 1952 as the pleasure
yacht Montecristo. During the war the shipyard’s facilities had been
greatly expanded, as had the technical department and construction
expertise, and to keep them occupied it was necessary the shipyard
start generating a large number of orders.
By 1953 it was time for another generation of the Baglietto dynasty to
take the helm of the shipyard, with cousins   Pietro (son of Bernardo)
and Giampiero (son of Vincenzo) successively integrating into the
family business. Pietro (1923), became a naval architect and the tech-
nical director of the yard, while Giampiero (1925-1985) directed the
business aspects. Their presidency of the business coincided with
peace in Europe and, despite a downturn in the demand for military
vessels, the explosion of ‘leisure time’ in the 1950s and 60s led to a

boom in demand for Italian yachts. With its various strengths and
long heritage, the Baglietto yard was well placed to play a leading role.
Benefitting from an unassailable technological lead and wartime ex-
perience of mass production, the yard embarked upon an ambitious
program of speedboat production that would surpass their more tra-
ditional competitors in terms of speed and luxury appointments. To
earmark their new era, Baglietto unveiled a line-up of series built
models within a four-year period. Named after Mediterranean islands,
the 37’ (11.5m) Elba series was unveiled in 1958, followed by the 52’
(16m) Ischia in 1959, the 45’ (14m) Capri in 1961, and the 65’ (20m)
Minorca and 72’ (22m) Maiorca models in 1962. These years were the
boom times, the heyday of the ‘Nautica Italiana’, and Baglietto was
playing a leading role.
Several other notable Italian shipyards with a rich heritage also grew
significantly during this time, and with many new names springing
up around the peninsular Italy carved itself the lion’s share of the Eu-
ropean boat and yacht market. Vincenzo’s efforts to produce beautiful
high performance boats attracted attention far afield, with the Amer-
ican market appreciating the yard’s output. Exports across the At-
lantic accounted for a fair proportion of their production: a very rare
situation in the 1960s. As output hit full pace, so did the development
of material and technology, and with the introduction of a new marine
plywood in the mid-1960s, Baglietto had to rethink their traditional
wooden construction methods.
Employing the ‘assembly line’ model that was so prevalent in the in-
dustrialized USA, Baglietto launched the new 16M50 and 20M mod-
els in 1967 and 1969, both of which met with unprecedented success
for yachts of this time. As the swinging 60s turned into the 70s how-
ever, an era of new materials was ushered in and a new challenge

As war in Europe gave way to peace, Baglietto
converted several naval vessels into pleasure yachts.
A 400-ton ex-US Navy vessel was relaunched in 1950
as the yacht Sereno (pictured above).
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loomed on the horizon. As the use of plastics and aluminum became
more widespread, the shipyard in Varazze took a daring step and in
1975 produced its first all-aluminum yacht. Gainsayers were immedi-
ately dumbfounded as the yard went on to produce four more of these
85’ (26m) models and aluminum, as opposed to polyester, became the
specialist material of choice for Baglietto. For a yard with such close
links to aviation and utilizing existing expertise, in hindsight the
move was more obvious, but at the time it was seen as a risky gamble.
It’s worth noting that Baglietto have continued this love affair with
aluminum, only using steel for large displacement units.
The late 70s sadly saw the end of the Baglietto dynasty as a family
business. Vincenzo, the soul of the yard’s technical and construction
expertise, passed away in 1978, while Pietro retired in 1981. After a
century of family control and colorful characters, the early 1980s saw
the shipyard enter bleak times and by 1983 the future of the company
was in the hands of a bankruptcy court in Savona. Fortunately, rather
than burying the yard completely, a takeover offer was proposed by
TIM (Tirrenica Industrie Meccaniche), which represents the Ro-
driquez Messina shipyard, a global leader in hydrofoil technology
and construction.
Embarking on a new chapter under Leopoldo Rodriquez, the shipyard
followed a fresh path by developing a line of aluminum superyachts
with a distinctive style. Elegant, fast and innovative, these units in ex-
cess of 98’ (30m) were very successful. Baglietto launched no less
than 15 yachts in ten years, including the 115’ (35m) Adler and 118’
(36m) Lady Anfimar in 1987; the 98’ (30m) Topshida in 1988, 108’
(33m) Maffy Blue in 1991; 124’ (38m) Elsewhere in 1992, and 98’ (30m)
Alba in 1993. Also in a new phenomenon for the yard, the external
designers Aldo Cichero, Alberto Mercati and Stefano Righini de-
signed them. The first true megayacht from Baglietto was launched
shortly after the Rodriquez takeover in 1985, with the 150’ (46m) Al
Fahedi commissioned by a resident of Dubai and designed by Gianni
Zuccon. Alongside these major units, Baglietto also built some
smaller yachts in the 72’ to 82’ (22m to 25m) range and also collabo-
rated with Alucraft, a company based in Switzerland. 
In 1993, a racecar driver and entrepreneur named Gianpiero Moretti,

Vincenzo Vittorio Baglietto (1891-1978) studied
naval architecture in Glasgow, Scotland after World

War I and played a vital role in the yard's development. 
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1854 Pietro Baglietto
establishes the shipyard in Varazze

1888 Baglietto builds a pleasure boat
that is presented to Pope Leo XIII

1906 One of the world’s first hydrofoils
is built for the racers Crocco and Ricaldoni

1906 Launch of 74’ (22.60m) Giuseppina,
the largest motorboat built in Italy at the time

1911 Death of the founder Pietro Baglietto
Launch of Cio Cio San (Madama 
Butterfly) for Giacomo Puccini

1914-1918 Baglietto dedicates itself to
the manufacture of seaplanes and MAS

1921 Vincenzo Vittorio Baglietto provides
technical direction for the shipyard

1923 In Monaco on April 30th the boat Baglietto I 
takes the world record in the 1.5 liter
class recording a speed of 37mph (59.45km/h)

1927 Construction of the seaplane that breaks the 
altitude record at 30,479’ (9,290m).

1929 Construction of the first Italian 12mR,
christened La Spina

1931 Lia III, with a 12-liter engine producing
330hp, Isotta Fraschini exceeds 62mph 
(100km/h), and sets a new world record

1934 Ravanello achieves a top speed of 76mph 
(122km/h), setting a 6-litre world record

1936 The MAS 431 reaches
a speed of 52-knots (59.8mph)

1937-1938 The 8mR Bona wins
the French and Italian Cups.

1938 Alagi wins the Gold Cup in the United States.
Asso RB led by Guido Cattaneo,
establishes a new world record in the 1,750lb
(800kg) class of  93.57mph (150.6km/h)

1939/44 During the war period, production
is devoted entirely to naval output

1956 Pietro Baglietto, son of Bernardo, becomes
the technical manager of the shipyard

1958 Baglietto launches a series of luxury yachts; 
Elba (1958), Ischia (1959), Capri (1961)
Minorca and Maiorca (1962)

MILESTONES
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took control of the shipyard and under his presidency Baglietto once
again distinguished itself in 1994 with the launch of Opus I. The first
‘giant Open’ launched by the yard, the 91’ (28m) was built in Varazze
and designed by Francesco Paszkowski. Moretti’s rule at Baglietto,
during tough market conditions, was shortlived however, and despite
trying to further business across the Atlantic by creating Baglietto
USA in association with the US-based Trident shipyard, by 1996 the
yard was acquired by the Orsi family.
Thanks to extensive input by yachting professionals, led by Mr
Borghini, Baglietto’s star was once again in the ascendancy. A strong
demand for ever-larger yachts dictated the yard’s facilities in Varazze
were too small however, and Baglietto was forced to acquire the for-
mer shipyard of La Spezia Ferrari. This acquisition provided Baglietto
the opportunity to access improved infrastructures and the ability to
produce larger yachts. With these new yachts Baglietto once again
innovated and took the industry by surprise. The first delivery was
Baglietto’s first ‘wide body’; an all-aluminum 134’ (41m) named Blue
Ice with distinctive exterior styling. Ever a faithful producer of high
performance yachts, but also dedicated to satisfying their client’s de-
mands, Baglietto then went on to deliver displacement yachts like
Benedetta 2 (1999), Blue Magic (2001) and New Master (2001).
Speed is in Baglietto’s blood however, and the yard still continued to
develop its range of fast yachts. Launching the 98’ (30m) Charly Boy
from the drawing boards of Francesco Paszkowski in 2000, the yard
signified the direction of its next generation of yachts for the 21st
century. Followed closely by 111’ (34m) Thunderball in 2001, the new
style defined Baglietto and its new line of planing hulls from 98’ to
144’ (30 to 44m) called ‘Fast Yachts Line’. Success for this new line en-
couraged Paszkowski to adapt the design concept for a displacement

hull, and this produced the 137’ (42m) Blue Scorpion in 2003. As the
yacht industry enjoyed another golden period in the early 2000s,
Baglietto once again changed owners however.
On 16 September 2004, the Camuzzi Group acquired the entire cap-
ital of Baglietto and the shipyard became part of the Camuzzi Nautica
entity, which also includes the Cantieri di Pisa acquired in March
2005. Launches continued to flow for several years, with an annual
output of between three and six yachts. The series of fast yachts in-
cluded 111’, 137’ and 144’ (34, 42 and 44m) models, while displacement
output also enjoyed some success with the new 175’ (53m) Blue Scor-
pion in 2006. She’s followed out of the yard in 2008 by the largest
yacht Baglietto has ever built, the 190’ (58m) Vicky, and two Open
115’s (35m) named Blue Princess and Pure Insanity. All seemed well,
and like many in the yachting industry, Baglietto was euphoric with
the market conditions, optimistic for the future and animated about
their success. Few predicted the dark days that lay ahead.
As the global financial crisis of 2008 slammed the industry like a trop-
ical storm, Baglietto suffered as badly as anybody. In 2009, five pre-
ordered yachts were launched, but by 2010 that was choked down to
just a single launch. Hasty restructuring was undertaken, but the
damage was done and to cease hemorrhaging money in March 2010
the Camuzzi Group closed the doors and chained the gates at both
Baglietto’s Varazze and La Spezia facilities. Many suitors courted the
yard and potential owners, both Italian and foreign, expressed inter-
est in taking the hand of Italy’s Grand Dame. With the future of Bagli-
etto once again in the hands of the Italian judiciary system however,
it was Beniamino Gavio, President of the Italian construction com-
pany that bears his name, who rescued this important piece of Italian
shipbuilding heritage.
Reopening the La Spezia facility in 2012 and undertaking the com-
pletion of several unfinished projects they inherited, Baglietto has
survived to fight another day. Now integrated into the powerful Gavio
Group, the yard has undergone a profound restructuring and is ben-
efitting from fresh financial and human resources.

!e historical shipyard of Baglietto
developed on the beach at Varazze, it
incoporated o"ces above and workshops below.
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BENIAMINO GAVIO
NEW BLOOD AT BAGLIETTO!

The Baglietto name has always attracted
Italian entrepreneurs: in 1983 Leopoldo
Rodriquez, Gianpiero Moretti in 1993,
Guido Orsi in 1996 and Beniamino Gavio,
who acquired the yard in 2012. Mr
Beniamino Gavio is the chairman of SIAS
(Societa Iniziative Autostradali e Servizi),
Italy’s second largest motorway company.
The family group, of which he is a major
shareholder, is also a major player in several
other business sectors, ranging from
construction to energy, transportation
logistics to ports and shipyards. While a
very astute captain of industry, Mr Gavio is
also passionate about yachting.  His
attraction to the marine industry is such
that within just a few months he became the
owner of two shipyards: the iconic Baglietto
(La Spezia) and Cerri (Marina di Carrara).
These were his first yacht building
acquisitions, so how did they come about?
When desiring to replace his existing
Hatteras yacht with a Cerri 86’, Mr Gavio’s
interest was piqued when he discovered the
shipyard was experiencing some financial

difficulties. A deal was quickly concluded
that resulted in the acquisition of the
shipyard in September 2011. After the deal
was signed, in February 2012 the
distribution of Cerri was entrusted to the
Rodriguez Group. The acquisition of
Baglietto was equally as efficiently
executed, with the purchase completed in
early 2012. Highly proactive, Mr Gavio has
already clearly defined the new direction
and recruited a team capable of
implementing the future developments
planned for Baglietto.
To provide a little background on the deal,
at the 2011 Genoa boat show Mr Gavio met
with the liquidator of Baglietto and entered
into a “deal” to report within a few days.
Just a few months later, with a 32-year
concession obtained from the authorities
for the seaport of La Spezia, the acquisition
was formalized in its entirety. Only the
facility at La Spezia was purchased as part
of the deal, with the historical yard in
Varazze not included due to its
obsolescence and limited configuration.
Having acquired the La Spezia site, the
Gavio Group has announced plans to
invest around 20-million Euros ($26-million
USD) over several years to completely
renovate the facility. Firstly the La Spezia
yard, which covers over 344,000sqft
(32,000sqm), will be completely
restructured with the construction of two
new covered dry docks with the capacity to

accommodate vessels up to 393’ (120m),
and a new hall for units up to 180’ (55m).
New offices and all the facilities necessary
for a shipyard that aims to be at the
forefront of technology will also be
constructed. When these new facilities are
completed, the yard will have a capacity to
work on a dozen yachts simultaneously. As
for new construction, the planned
production is three units per year.
Following the temporary cessation of
activity, the new management inherited
three yachts that were left in various stages
of construction in warehouses: a 144’ (44m)
planing hull, and two displacement yachts,
a 150’ (46m) and a 173’ (53m). An owner has
already been found for the planing yacht,
the third in Baglietto’s series of the ‘Fast
Yacht Line’ designed by Francesco
Paszkowski. To achieve his objectives, Mr
Gavio quickly surrounded himself with
highly experienced professionals: Mr
Diego leads the new Deprati Baglietto and
is assisted by Mr Angelo Giaccone who
has been appointed director of production.
Both previously exercised their talents at
Mondo Marine. Mr Deprati also assumes
the direction of the Cerri shipyard. As for
the future design of Baglietto’s yachts, that
has been placed in the expert hands of
Francesco Paszkowski, who first
collaborated with Baglietto in 1994
with the launch of Opus, a 95’ (29m)
Open yacht.
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1962 Baglietto launches the GA 40
for Gianni Agnelli, by Paolo Caliari

1967 Baglietto revolutionizes the design
of new boats with the 16M50
The Silver Shark, built for Aga Khan,
is the first Italian turbine powered yacht

1968 A fire destroys Baglietto’s shipyard in Varazze

1969 Presentation of the new 20M (65’),
big brother to the 16M50 (54’)

1975 Baglietto builds an 85’ (26m)
aluminum luxury yacht

1977 Death of Bernardino Baglietto

1978 Death of Vincenzo Vittorio Baglietto

1979 Launch of the first aluminum
series with the Ischia 80

1981 Pietro Baglietto retires from
the business due to health reasons

1983 Acquisition of the shipyard by the Rodriquez 
group, a global leader in the hydrofoil sector
Baglietto build their first yacht
in polyester, the 16.50M2

MILESTONES

BAGLIETTO RACERS TAKE HOME THE LAURELS
At the dawn of the 20th century, the Baglietto shipyard in Varazze
embraced the new technology afforded by the emergence of the
recreational motor engine. The recent materialization of this new
mode of propulsion sharpened Pietro Baglietto’s curiosity and he
built small motorboats. For several years, Pietro experimented with
production varied across motorboats, speedboats and powerful run-
abouts, before he quickly focused on speed and developed a passion
for powerboat racing. His participation in many races with boats built
for the factory, and by private customers, rapidly resulted in his gain-
ing a well-deserved reputation. But not content with standing on top
of the podium, an unquenchable desire to win speed records was born
within Baglietto.
At the 1907 powerboat Grand Prix of Monaco, no less than five com-
petitors with hulls built by the shipyard lined up to compete and after
a break for the Great War, Baglietto were once again represented in
1921. By 1922 they had five boats on the line. In 1923 however, a new
1.5-litre international series had been inaugurated and the yard set out
to again prove its pedigree. Baglietto I, powered by a Fiat engine, not
only dominated the class, but also set the world speed record at
36.9mph (59.45km/h); a first for an Italian craft. The following year,
Baglietto was back, with Baglietto XXII distinguishing itself at the GP
of Cannes while Baglietto XXI (Fiat engine) was also victorious in the
Alfonso Cup in Barcelona. Competing in more powerful categories,
the infamous Cabar and Cabac put other competitors to the sword in
Venice and on Lake Como.

Competition was long at the heart of Baglietto.
Holding records and winning trophies kept
them at the forefront of development. High
performance is still a keystone of the brand.
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Baglietto racer during the 1923  Monaco GPBaglietto racer during the 1923  Monaco GP

Alagi won the Gold Cup

Asso RB set a new world recordAsso RB set a new world record
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As the 1920s drew to a close, so the British and US teams began to
dominate and limit the access of other nations to the most prestigious
events. In September 1929, the Count Volpi Trophy brought together
the best racers of the time, with Miss England and two legendary Miss
America boats competing. Cabac, with its two eight-cylinder engines
from Isotta Fraschini, finished third in the first round, but ahead of the
British entry. While Anglo-Saxon supremacy in the boating world was
undeniable, some rich Italian racers sought to intrude on American
soil in search of powerboating’s ‘Holy Grail’: the Gold Cup. The trophy,
inaugurated in 1904, was deemed the most prestigious, despite rules
prohibiting the entry of foreign participants. A modification to the
rules had just been made however, allowing competitors to participate
provided they were invited as guests of a US yacht club. So several
Italians launched an assault on the citadel…
In November 1931, Antonio Becchi in Lia III, with its Baglietto hull
and 12-litre Isotta Fraschini engine, set a new world speed record in
its class at 68.1mph (109.7km/h). Then, in 1934 during the interna-
tional races held at Palm Beach, FL. Becchi’s Lia V won a landslide
victory, literally flying past the boats that usually competed in the
American Gold Cup. Baglietto’s continued passion of pushing world
speed records continued in 1933 in Venice, with the entry Asso, led
by engineer Guido Cattaneo, first setting a new world record of over
80mph (129.9 km/h), which they then improved upon three days later
with a run of 83.1mph (133.82km/h). The low Baglietto hull was pow-
ered by a 12-liter Isotta Fraschini that produced 420 hp. Cattaneo’s
compatriot, Count Theo Rossi de Montelera, the king of vermouth
(Martini & Rossi), is illustrated repeatedly flying his boat named Ra-
vanello, which housed a 16-cylinder Maseati engine in a Baglietto
hull. In 1937, Theo Rossi set his sights on winning the Gold Cup and
for the campaign set up two boats for the event that was due to unfold
in Detroit in September. 
The quest for the Gold Cup consumed Theo Rossi and his boats Alagi
and Aradam were entrusted into the hands of the talented engineer
Guido Cattaneo. Both were equipped with Baglietto hulls and 12-litre
six-cylinder Isotta Fraschini supercharged engines that developed
500hp. Entered as guests of the Detroit Yacht Club, in order to meet
the regulations, Alagi beat the 3-mile lap record, but finished second
overall behind the U.S. Notre Dame. The team’s form continued a few
weeks later, setting a speed world record, but again finishing second
at the ‘President’s Cup’ held on Washington’s Potomac River. 
Undaunted and determined to achieve victory in 1938, Theo Rossi re-
turned and on September 5th Alagi not only won the Gold Cup, but
followed this up by also taking home the President’s Cup in Wash-
ington where he nobly imposed a handicap of one minute and fifty
seconds on himself for having a more powerful engine. Seeking to
defend his titles in 1939, Rossi shipped Alagi once again to America,
but with war once again impending in Europe, he was unable to make
the journey himself. While the archive of Baglietto is full of other ex-
amples of competitive success on the water, the exploits and exam-
ples above provide some insight into the pedigree of this yard in
terms of innovation and technology in the search for performance.
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While Anglo-Saxon supremacy in the
boating world was undeniable, some rich
Italian racers sought powerboating’s ‘Holy
Grail’: the Gold Cup in teh USA. With
Baglietto's help they achieved it.

1985 Construction commences
on the 12mR Italia for the America’s Cup

1986 Baglietto builds its first
megayacht, the 150’ (46m) Al Fahedi

1987 Construction of the legendary jet powered 
Adler, a pioneer of Baglietto’s new style

1993 Acquisition of the shipyard by
Gianpiero Moretti, the automotive
spare parts industrialist.
Association with the Trident
shipyard in the US to create Baglietto-USA

1994 Launch of the first giant Open,
Baglietto’s Opus I 95’ (29m)

1996 The Orsi family acquires Baglietto

1999 Baglietto expands with a new
construction site at Ferrari La Spezia.
Launch of displacement yacht Benedetta 2
Launch of the amazing 134’ (41m) yacht Blue Ice

2000 The 98’ (30m) Charly Boy launches
the next generation of Baglietto

2001 Baglietto unveils Thunderball,
the first series of 34M “Fast Yachts”

2003 Launch of Blue Scorpion,
a new displacement yacht of 137’ (42m)

2004 Baglietto revives the open style
by building the 105’ (32m) Astarte

2004 The Italian Camuzzi Group takes over Baglietto

2005 Tommaso Spadolini designs
the beautiful 137’ (42m) Nina J

2006 Baglietto unveils new 173’ (53m)
displacement yacht

2007 Tatiana Per Sempre is the first
in a series of 144’ (44m) “Fast Yachts”

2008 Launch of Vicky, at 190’ (58m)
she is the largest Baglietto ever built

2010 Camuzzi ceases all activity in both
of Baglietto’s Varazze and La Spezia shipyards

2012 Acquisition of Baglietto by the
Gavio Group, chaired by Beniamino Gavio

MILESTONES
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THE 2,000HP
MAIORCA AND
MINORCA MODELS
COULD ACHIEVE
35-KNOTS. THIS
PERFORMANCE
WAS EXEMPLARY
FOR THE 1960S, AND
STILL COMPARES
FAVORABLY WITH
CRAFT 50-YEARS
LATER. 

A KEY PLAYER IN “NAUTICA ITALIANA”
In the austere times immediately following the Second World War,
orders in the leisure custom yacht market for shipyards were scarce,
high production for the war effort was a bygone era and Baglietto had
to adapt. To improve efficiency and ensure their survival, leading
yards turned to mass production. So, as the economic situation im-
proved in the 1950s and more time was dedicated to leisure, power-
boating appeared to have a promising future. Well placed to service
this increased demand, mass production yards started producing
good numbers for the evermore-enthusiastic watersports and yacht-
ing fraternity. With the advent of a ‘need for speed’, the popularity of
fast boats on the Italian Riviera, and a new wealthy class that de-
manded luxury and performance, Baglietto’s expertise put them once
again in pole position.
A new type of motor yacht came into vogue, the coastal and offshore
cruiser. This niche market proved to be fertile ground for Baglietto
and they developed a range of yachts evocatively named after
Mediterranean islands like Elba (1958), Ischia (1959), Capri (1961), Mi-
norca and Maiorca (1962). These wood construction units offered re-
markable performance for the day and exhibited great seakeeping
abilities. Their hulls were derived directly from the hulls of anti-sub-
marine naval vessels developed by Baglietto and as such had proven
naval architecture. At the time, traditional construction methods were
also being complemented by the emergence of a new material: ma-
rine plywood. As engines and motorization had developed during the
war era, these high quality new craft could also reach high speeds.
Baglietto’s success was immediate and they quickly carved out a
name and solid reputation in the burgeoning pleasure yacht sector.
Between 1958 and 1963, Baglietto produced no less than 42 units of
their Elba model  with their remodeled ‘production line’ facility work-
ing like a Swiss watch.
The 37’ (11.5m) Elba was quickly followed by the larger 52’6” (16m)
Ischia in 1959, which proved to be Baglietto’s greatest success. Be-
tween 1959 and 1967, three versions were produced (Ischia, Ischia
Super and 16M) which resulted in a total of 84 units being sold. This
prolificacy is an unprecedented international success, especially as

Baglietto Ischia
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many yacht in the Ischia series – primarily the 16M model – were pur-
chased by American owners. The Ischia offered a layout that included
two separate cabins, each with independent access, a privacy never
previously experienced on a yacht of this size. 
Buoyed by these results, the shipyard set about completing their
range by designing a smaller version of the Ischia, the result was the
45’9” (14m) Capri unveiled in 1961, of which they produced twelve
units. Development continued rapidly and the very next year the yard
unveiled two further models; the 65’6” (20m) Minorca which sold nine
units, and a new flagship, a 72’1” (22m) in the Maiorca series. One of
the three Maiorca launched by the yard was owned by the Aga Khan,
an avid fan of Baglietto. These two new larger models, named after
Balearic Islands, were propelled by 12-cylinder diesel engines from
Carraro, or more powerful 18-cylinder versions from CRM. Depend-
ing on the power package selected, which could exceed 2,000hp, the
Maiorca and Minorca series could achieve 35-knots. This perform-
ance was exemplary for the 1960s, and indeed still compares favor-
ably with craft 50-years later. This performance was common across
Baglietto’s entire range as, depending upon the model, each recorded
speeds between 20- and 35-knots.
As yachting vogue developed, in 1964 Baglietto unveiled yet another
new model, and one that featured a highly contemporary design for
its time: the 18M. The 18M’s superstructures were a completely fresh
approach, being superimposed, they split the social interior space
over two decks. With 1,000hp producing a cruising speed of 20-knots,
18 units of the 18M were delivered in five years. Around this time, the
Baglietto Ischia featured a flybridge, a new addition for yachts and
this was added to the second version of the 18M. The popularity of
this feature ensured it became incorporated into all future designs.
At this time, in 1965, Baglietto made another startling revelation, the
14M and their first sport fishing yacht. Also built under license in
Spain at the Aresa shipyard, this industrial partnership demonstrated
the aggressive commercial ambition that Baglietto possessed.
With the ever-increasing widespread use of marine plywood, Bagli-
etto began a fundamental restructuring of their production in the late
1960s. As labor costs soared a reorganization of this industrial
process became a necessity for survival. The yard brought in Richard
Ross, an American whose experience at Chris Craft allowed him to
completely modernize their industrial process at Varazze. The new
way of working followed the streamlined ‘assembly line’ model, uti-
lizing methods learnt from the automotive industry. Baglietto also
began fabricating their own interiors in-house, and the assembly line
method improved efficiency for Baglietto on both their leisure craft
and military vessel production. Moving projects from building to
building, following the various stages of production, brought Bagli-

Between 1958 and 1963, with their
remodeled ‘production line’ facility
working like a Swiss watch, Baglietto
produced no less than 42 units of their
Elba model. Greater success followed
with the Ischia, 84 were sold.

Baglietto Maiorca

Baglietto 18M

Baglietto 14M

Production line for 16M50Production line for 16M50
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etto into the industrial age. In 1967 Baglietto launched the first of
their new M-Class yachts, the 16M50. This new model was so success-
ful that 58 units were delivered in just six years. Featuring interiors
designed by Paolo Caliari, the 16M50 enjoyed a success comparable
to that of the Ischia. Triumph followed triumph, and the 20M pre-
sented in 1969, became the best-selling yacht in its category, selling
73 units in nine years. The popularity and characteristics of this
model brought it to the attention of the military, so a version was de-
veloped for Italy’s Guardia di Finanza (Class Meattini). Equipped with
18-cylinder engines from CRM, they were made for many Italian and
foreign navies.
Riding high, Baglietto’s two major commercial successes were then
followed by the 15M in 1972 and the 18M2 in 1973. While the later sold
21 units, the production figures could not compete with those of the
16M50 and 20M and a new economic reality, along with the emer-
gence of new materials like aluminum and fiberglass, led Baglietto
to once again rethink its future strategy. The heyday of wooden con-
struction during which the yard had built an imperious reputation
was now being consigned to history, and to be a part of the bright

new world, Baglietto needed to change. A decision was made to fol-
low the aluminum route rather than fiberglass, and the first series
aluminum boat was launched in 1979 under the nostalgic name of Is-
chia 80, selling 16 units. A brief dalliance with polyester in 1982 saw
a fiberglass boat appear for the first time in Baglietto’s catalogues
with the 16M50, but Baglietto was not equipped to compete with spe-
cialists in this field, and after selling just five units the door was
closed on fiberglass. So, in 1975, the first attempt by Baglietto to de-
velop a market for aluminum craft is something of a ‘coup’. Just four
units of this 85’ (26m) craft were sold, but considering they were built
in a way similar to today’s ‘semi-custom’ yachts, this can certainly be
considered a success. 
Baglietto’s dominance of Italy’s leisure yachting market, and interna-
tional success, in the 1960s and 1970s was a very real situation. It es-
tablished the brand as a household name synonymous with quality and
performance, and many other yards followed in their wake to create the
golden age of ‘Nauta Italiana’. Along with yards like Picchiotti, Bagli-
etto’s main competitor at the time, Italy established itself as a produc-
tion powerhouse on the world’s yachting stage.

Year Model Dimensions Produced Nos.***
1958 - 1963 Elba 37’7 (11.5m) 42 1 to 42
1959 - 1965 Ischia & Ischia Super 52’5 (16m) 71 11 to 82
1961 - 1963 Capri 45’10 (14m) 12 11 to 22
1962 - 1965 Minorca 65’6 (20m) 9 11 to 19
1962 - 1963 Maiorca 72’1 (22m) 3 11 to 13
1964 - 1968 18 M 60’3 (18.4m) 18 11 to 28
1965 - 1967 16M & 16M 1000 * 52’5 (16m) 13 83 to 96
1965 - 1971 14 M 45’10 (14m) 17 11 to 37
1967 - 1972 16M50 54’4 (16.6m) 58 11 to 68
1969 - 1977 20 M 65’10 (20.1m) 73** 29 to 100
1972 - 1974 15 M 49’2 (15m) 7 11 to 17
1973 - 1978 18 M2 57’7 (17.6m) 21 11 to 31
1979 - 1982 Ischia 80 55’7 (17m) 16 11 to 26
1982 - 1985 16.50 M2 55’7 (17m) 5 69 to 73

* The 16M model is the latest version of the Ischia series. ** Units built for governmental agencies are included in the 73 units. *** The number of vessels built
does not always correspond to hull numbers; some hull numbers are not used out of habit or superstition and series do not necessarily start at number 1.
In the 1980s and 90s Baglietto also produced a small series of yachts in collaboration with external partners. They are not included in this table.

BAGLIETTO’S
PRIMARY

SERIES BUILDS

Baglietto’s dominance of Italy’s leisure yachting market, and international success, in the 1960s and 1970s was
a very real situation. It established the brand as a household name synonymous with quality and performance.

Baglietto 20M Baglietto 26M
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BAGLIETTO, A LIVING TESTIMONY TO PAOLO CALIARI
Sharing his name with a famous 16th century Venetian painter, Paolo
Caliari was born to create. As the architect who led the yard’s design
in the heady days of the 1960s, Caliari remembers Pietro Baglietto
with great affection. “Our collaboration lasted from 1962 to 1968 and
as a character he immediately fascinated me with his technical knowl-
edge and understanding. This knowledge was also complemented by
a wide appreciation of culture. He was ready to discuss any sugges-
tion, however avant-garde. Our relationship of mutual respect and
admiration moved very quickly. For my part, I can say he was my
mentor and I consider him the pioneer of modern European pleasure.
With his support he allowed me to change the construction methods
of boats and we transformed an artisanal marine company into an in-
dustrial leader.”
Paolo Caliari’s first steps in the yachting sector were guided by Gio-
vanni Agnelli’s passion for beautiful boats. Caliari burst onto the
yachting scene with his very first attempt, creating a great impression
when participating in the construction of GA 40. This 90’ Baglietto
was built in 1962 and, rather peculiarly, it was based on a military hull
by the British naval shipyard Vosper and was similar to the famous
yacht Mercury, owned by Greek ship-owner Stavros Niarchos. GA 40,
however, was not equipped with three Bristol Siddeley gas turbines
as Mercury but with three diesel engines that were rumored to pro-
duce 1,350hp supplied by Fiat. Paolo tells us this amusing anecdote:
“They were not Fiat engines, but instead came licensed by Mercedes.
We had big problems with them however as none of the three en-
gines, despite being built using the same blocks, could consistently
produce the same power. Some days we’d have 900hp on one, 1,000hp
on another and 1,100hp on the third; it was a real puzzle! Today it is
so much easier with electronic engine management.” 
This first collaboration with Baglietto certainly launched the career
of Paolo. Project leaders at the yard, impressed by his multiple skills,
continually requested he work with them on their various projects. In
accepting, he spent the next few years of his life working very closely
with the legendary Italian shipyard. At this time, during the mid 1960s,
it was not only the engineering talents of Paolo that came quickly to
the fore, but also his quick perception. At the yard, traditional working
methods were being used and Paolo told us a simple story that would
have a profound effect on the future of the shipyard. “One day I was
talking with Pietro Baglietto and I told him that he should ‘stop allow-
ing his employees to steal from him’. He was shocked and immedi-
ately demanded an explanation. The boats are built almost on the
beach and, during working hours, some dishonest employees would
bury tools in the sand, returning to collect them at night.” It was this
simple rude awakening that led to Pietro asking Paolo to work on
streamlining and modernizing Baglietto’s production methods.
Paolo’s influence filtered through every level at Baglietto, especially
in the design of the yachts. On the 52’ (16m) Ischia he very quietly
change the edges of the roof, replacing the labor intensive laminated
wood construction with the newly available marine ply. Unfortunately
the composition of marine ply doesn’t allow the same soft edges how-
ever, so Paolo sought a solution. Using three different levels he man-
aged to maintain the same visual appearance as wood laminate, but
cut the labor cost dramatically. This kind of change may sound trivial,
but it dramatically changed the basic designs and production meth-
ods that were being used.
In 1967, the combined talents of the Baglietto family and practical ap-

titude of Paolo were fully realized with the presentation of the Bagli-
etto 16M50. Selling 58 units in just six years this represented a major
commercial success. When reminiscing about it Paolo told us: “This
was the first major project that was completed with intelligence de-
rived from extensive preliminary studies on how we could reduce
costs and manufacturing time.” To achieve this a new concept was in-
troduced at Baglietto, that of prefabrication. At a time when yacht
building was transforming from traditional wooden builds into a more
industrial approach, some may have been resistant to what appeared
to be a very avant-garde method, but Baglietto agreed and the new
yacht was the first with an interior entirely prefabricated in plywood.
When recounting the new methods that rationalized the building of
yachts, it is obvious that Paolo remembers perfectly: “In the begin-
ning, projects did not achieve their fair value for the yard or client, so
we changed everything to focus on a new approach. At first the teams
were not sufficiently prepared, but we found solutions. For example
we implemented an aluminum belt around the hulls to solve a prob-
lem with the installation of partitions. Previously, partitions were
never positioned accurately and the interiors had to be adapted to
the varying volumes, sometimes by as much as 4” (10cm). This im-
pacted throughout the entire project, some models could feature as
many as a dozen different size draws in their cupboards: I actually
kept two examples, as they were so extraordinary.”
This improved practice had a huge impact on making yachting more
affordable. Paolo continued; “Improving production reduced the
build time of a 16M50 to 11,000 hours and reduced the price from 140-
million Italian lira for the old Ischia model, to 80-million lira for the
new 16M50. An entirely new way of working had to be imposed, be-
cause prefabrication requires a new methodology. So, real assembly
lines were developed, inspired by processes from the automotive en-
vironment.” At Baglietto, Paolo also discovered the joys of outsourc-
ing; indeed some small models sold by the Varazze shipyard were
also built at the Aresa shipyard in Spain. According to Paolo the re-
sults of such outsourcing proved disastrous. To his great regret Paolo
stopped his collaboration with Baglietto at the end of the 1960s, but
the name Baglietto remains etched in his memory forever.

!e 16M50 designed by Paolo Caliari sold
58 units in just six years. Extensive
prefabrication and pre-production studies
reduced build time and cost dramatically.
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BAGLIETTO’S ILLUSTRIOUS CLIENTS
Baglietto is truly a supplier of yachts to world leaders; from popes to
the aristocratic elite, from show business celebrities to great captains
of industry, they are all attracted by Baglietto’s unstinting ability to
satisfy the most demanding and discerning clients. Over almost 160-
years they’ve received many seals of royal approval, including those
of the King of Italy and leaders in the country’s government. Other
royals also flocked to Baglietto’s yard: King Farouk of Egypt owned
the Mahroussa, a 37’ (11.5m) launch in 1951, while Prince Rainier of
Monaco owned Carostefal, the first 18M in 1964.
Customer loyalty at the highest level engenders a certain degree of
fame and attracts further buyers, and Baglietto could not have wished
for better ambassadors. Count Theo Rossi regularly raced Baglietto
boats and promoted the yard in the USA in the 1930s, while the Ag-
nelli family, icons of Italian capitalism and principal shareholders in
FIAT automotive at the time, owned Covenant (ex-Gim) a 39’ (12m)
runabout in 1940 and the beautiful GA 40. This latter yacht, a 90’
equipped with a triple engine installation of 1,350hp is one that would
still be worthy of the current day. The Aga Khan, also a fan of Bagli-
etto owned two yachts in rapid succession: Amaloun, one of three
built in the Maiorca series in 1963 and Silver Shark in 1967, the first
Italian yacht equipped with turbines. Apart from royalty, Baglietto
also found favor with the likes of engineer Piaggio, who owned sev-
eral yachts that he named Ester, and stars of the silver screen like
Virna Lisi and Peter Sellers.

When discussing Baglietto owners however, one cannot ignore two
of their most prolific clients, who together have commissioned almost
20 vessels from the yard. Their loyalty, and more importantly their
very specific requirements, has contributed to Baglietto’s develop-
ment. Firstly, with a great appreciation of speed and handling, Baron
John von Neumann made his fortune distributing Porsche and Volk-
swagen automobiles in the southwestern states of the USA. This ec-
centric character began by chartering large yachts, but infuriated by
issues with crew and the ponderous progress of yachts available for
charter, his perceptions changed when he fell in awe of the many
Baglietto crisscrossing the Riviera. As a man of action, he traveled to
Varazze and ordered his first Baglietto, a yacht from the Ischia series.
That yacht, and all his subsequent commissions, bore the inscription
of his initials: JvN.
Baron John von Neumann followed his Ischia with a classic 16M50
in 1969, before commissioning two custom yachts built specifically
for him; the Jeronimo (JvN 4) in 1970, which is based on the 16M50
and Cochise (JvN 5) based on the 20M that was delivered in 1972.
Both yachts feature completely redesigned superstructures and are
therefore unique. According to the Baron, “a boat is not a house but
a vehicle and a vehicle must move quickly.” His yachts made their
way into Nancy Holmes book ‘The Dream Boats: Beautiful people on
their beautiful yachts’ in 1976 and certainly fulfilled the baron’s desire
for speed. JvN 5, with two 18-cylinder diesels from engine manufac-
turer CRM, cruised at 37-knots and achieved a maximum speed of
42-knots. In 1978 Baglietto launched for the baron his new 75’ (22.8m)

JvN 7 (below), one of a number of yachts
Baglietto built for Baron John von Neumann.
With an aluminum hull and wooden
superstructure it could hit 37-knots.
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Tazah (JvN 7) with an aluminum hull and wooden superstructure.
Powered by two Isotta Fraschini engines of 1,600 hp each, Tazah
could hit 37-knots. The baron followed these in 1983 and 1985 with
two similar all aluminum units, Nachite and Blackhawk, both of
which could achieve 40-knots with their 4,000hp power packages.
The pinnacle of the baron’s collaboration with Baglietto was reached
in 1987 with Chato. Baron Von Neumann exchanged the original twin
MTU 2,610hp engines in favor of the company’s new 16 cylinder
3,480hp units, which were coupled to waterjets. This remarkable craft,
weighing more than 60 tons, possessed a top speed of 60-knots!
Speaking of the baron, Pietro Baglietto said: “This customer is a truly
demanding perfectionist.” The baron’s different yachts, whose names
reflect his attraction to Native American culture, have very special
characteristics. Opting for militaristic grey liveries, interior layouts
were redesigned with the galley aft and salon amidships, in order to
gain greater intimacy and privacy. The baron also specified a small
number of cabins when considering the yacht’s sizes, indicating he
had a very clear idea of how he intended to use his yachts. This tradi-
tional client had a radically different vision, which pushed Baglietto
to develop and prove their expertise and flexibility. It is difficult to
know the exact number of Baglietto the baron ordered, some have
been bought and sold on the US market. Some of the older employees
however suggested it may have been as many as ten.

Demonstrating equal loyalty to the Baglietto brand, another owner
is currently enjoying his eighth yacht from the yard, though his tastes
are more classical in orientation than the speed desired by the baron.
This undisclosed owner first purchased a yacht from the Elba series,
which was followed by a 52’ (16m) Ischia and a 59’ 18M. In 1968 the
owner took delivery of Nauta, a 65’ prototype of the future 20M and
fitted with the famous CRM 18D/S engines of 1,350hp. This unique
model was called the 21M 2700S and though possessing classic lines,
she boasted significant power for her day. The owner followed this
yacht in 1975 with his fifth Baglietto, always named Nauta and an al-
most identical yacht, but equipped with MTU engines. 
The same owner collected his sixth yacht in 1976, and while still
under the Nauta name, this one is 85’ (26m) and is the first model of
aluminum construction built by Baglietto. Obviously a fan of the
Nauta’s classic design, the owner commissioned two further extended
versions of the series; in 1989 a 98’ (30m) and 2001 a 108’ (33m). While
maintaining the 1976 Nauta’s design, the owner did specify several
upgrades and changes: exterior exhausts are concealed and the stern
of the last unit is more rounded. Performance of around 30-knots is
maintained with powerful engines and the large 1970s style davits re-
main as style features. This modification of their series for loyal cus-
tomers is a testament to how the yard’s style evolved and how their
client’s desires aided the yard’s progress.

WITH CHATO, LAUNCHED IN 1987, BARON VON
NEUMANN REQUESTED MTU'S NEW 16-CYLINDER
3,480HP ENGINES, WHICH WERE COUPLED TO
WATERJETS. THIS BAGLIETTO WEIGHED MORE THAN
60 TONS AND POSSESSED A TOP SPEED OF 60-KNOTS!
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THE ART OF THE INNOVATOR
Those seeking to prove the qualifications of the Baglietto yard as a
true innovator and leader, must start right back at the beginning with
Pietro Baglietto, the shipyard’s founder. Proving his engineering abil-
ities early in the 20th century, in 1906 he produced the predecessor
of the modern hydrofoil. Built for renowned Italian aviators Arturo
Crocco and Ottavio Ricaldoni, this was just one example of how far
Pietro Baglietto was ahead of his time. Pietro’s natural enthusiasm
and aptitude to innovate was further encouraged during World War
I, when his building of seaplanes allowed him to access the aviation
sector and soak up a whole new raft of technologies not previously
employed in shipbuilding.
Pietro’s involvement in the development of military vessels, and in-
deed the same involvement of future generations of Baglietto, played
a very important role because it is a sector in which results are oblig-
atory. The constant search for improvements and progress by the mil-
itary pushed Baglietto to refine the quality and performance of its
marine hulls. Vincenzo Vittorio Baglietto, one of Pietro’s four sons,
further revolutionized the shipyard in Varazze upon his return after
university. With his engineering degree obtained in Glasgow, Vin-
cenzo breathed fresh modernity and multiplied the technological ad-

vances previously acquired. In 1921 he took over the company’s tech-
nical and scientific direction, rejuvenating their approach to design
and construction methods. This pushed Baglietto to the cutting edge
of high-performance boat design.
Vincenzo’s passion to overcome challenges naturally found a home
in the competitive arena. He won many first places in powerboat rac-
ing in the early 1930s and enjoyed the rare privilege of beating the
Americans in their own backyard. Under his leadership, and from the
demand generated by the Second World War, his work pushed for-
ward the global design of planing hulls. All records were broken in
1936 with his design of a new anti-submarine vessel, smashing
through the 50-knot barrier and achieving a 52-knot top speed. These
small boats became the pride of the Italian Navy and such was the
demand for their production, outsourcing was necessary to keep pace.
The shipyard’s continued relationship with the aviation community
during these times also reflected in boats built later. Vincenzo’s pas-
sion for experimentation, coupled with aeronautic input, endures and
it remains a characteristic of the ‘Baglietto house style’.
Following Europe’s ‘great wars’, Baglietto’s recreation hulls derived
direct benefit from the hulls produced during times of conflict, which
explains their superior performance, but one should also be mindful

A range of successful models
was core to Baglietto earning

it's household name.
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that Baglietto has also been one of the first yards to focus on innova-
tions in propulsion. In 1939 engineer Guido Cattaneo developed a
prototype manifold, a precursor of the modern Z-Drive, and his close
association with Baglietto through competitive powerboats meant
they were the first to use it. The competitive edge also ensured they
remained at the cutting edge of engine tuning, and they were early
experimenters with turbine propulsion.
The efficiency of output required during times of conflict, with min-
imal waste and maximum production, has also contributed to Bagli-
etto’s mastery of modern construction and ‘mass production’
techniques. It has twice reorganized its working methods, once in
1958 when the yard embarked on a mass production program, and
again in 1966 when it employed US-inspired assembly lines. Flexibil-
ity in terms of materials has also seen Baglietto switch from classic
wooden plywood to be a pioneer in aluminum yacht building, with
engineer Alcide Sculati being largely responsible for their success in
the field of light alloys.
The evolution of the market toward larger units in the 1980s meant
the yard required new knowledge to build yachts in excess of 100’
(30m), and this it found following its acquisition by Rodriquez, a
world leader in the field of hydrofoils. This takeover enabled technol-
ogy transfer between the two companies and placed Baglietto once
again at the forefront of the shipbuilding industry. During the follow-
ing decades, succession of owners at the head of the shipyard have
always been mindful of the yard’s importance and heritage, and are
therefore guided to maintain the ethical image of Baglietto and pre-
serve its main feature: technical ability in the highest degree.

FROM PROPULSION
SYSTEMS TO
MARINE PLYWOOD,
ALUMINUM TO
PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES,
PIONEERING
AND CONSTANT
DEVELOPMENT
HAS DEFINED
THE BAGLIETTO
SHIPYARD...

With the help of Paolo Caliari Baglietto became a leader in pre-planned production and one of the pioneers
in mass produced yachts. !e craft were built on 'production lines' inspired by the automotive industry.

Ischia production lineIschia production line
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THE BAGLIETTO STYLE
The ‘Baglietto style’ is no empty sentiment. Producing such a harmo-
nious result is complex, but the yard has always managed to balance
its ‘house style’ with performance and innovation. In the early twen-
tieth century, Baglietto produced motorboats with very sharp lines
that exhibit their high performance, but from the 1920s fashions
changed and the site developed elongated and elegant hulls. These
yachts featured a small superstructure beautifully integrated into the
overall profile, providing rudimentary protection but without spoiling
the lines.
The concept was further developed through to the launching of the
36’ (11m) Lyscar in 1926, which was a masterpiece. The style of Bagli-
etto yachts built in the 1930s was further influenced by the aesthetic
criteria of their time, resulting in the emergence of more fluid curves.

The automobile sector had a strong impact on the design of these
“motor boats” and their lines, purity and absolute elegance, are rem-
iniscent of the beautiful creations from specialized car coach-builders
like Kellner, Erdmann & Rossi, Labourdette or Figoni. At this time
cabins onboard yachts were gaining in importance, as was the volume
to provide superior comfort. This was reflected in the profile of the
wonderful limousines of this period. These large runabouts and
speedboats provided profiles of rare beauty and are often lauded as
the first ‘golden age’ of motorboat design.
Fitted with a luxurious and sophisticated finish, these smaller units
were designed for ceremonial duties for royalty like the King of Italy,
members of government and wealthy industrialists. The design of
larger tonnage vessels during this period however did not enjoy the

From the 1920s the yard developed elongated and elegant hulls with small superstructures beautifully integrated into the overall profile.

!e sharp lines of even Baglietto's early models express the performance aspect of their boats.

!e 33' (10M) Maria Vittoria

!e 36' (11m) Lyscar from 1926
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same benefits, even though they were still much more attractive than
their competitors, primarily designed in England. Some modernism
in general lines appeared in the early 1940s , but the real revolution
in Baglietto’s design came at the end of the 1950s. This period marked
the birth of a new concept of luxury yachting and changing uses re-
quired a revision of the previous aesthetic direction. Mass production
and various other factors made it necessary to entirely rethink boat
design. Baglietto, renowned for creating trends, were at the forefront
of developing these new and original designs.
Naturally developing a relationship between different models is not
an easy task, but amongst the best examples are those of Baglietto’s
new series in the late 50s and early 60s. The relationship between the
Elba, Ischia, Capri, Minorca and Maiorca was plain to see and the de-
velopment of a ‘brand style’ emerged. The styling was so refreshing
that during our research we found it inspired one journalist in 1961
to wax almost poetically lyrical about the Ischia: “The lines run per-
fectly. Fading in light curves they are rounded to connect without a
break. The flaring of the bow cushions carefully, keeping a slight hint
of shadow to the extension of the deck, where the superstructures
don’t weigh anything down. The chrome displays are discrete touches
and further enhance the tone. Railings, as a slight flourish, surround

the yacht to highlight the design. As for the top of the roof, it has be-
come, thanks to its perfectly rounded edges, like an elegant umbrella
that protects a hairstyle without crushing it.”
A new trend developed in the late 1960s and this can be credited to
the services of outside designers that Pietro Baglietto brought in.
Working with Paolo Caliari from 1962 on the new M-class boats, of
which the 16M50 and 20M are the most representative models, fash-
ions and styles were changed. The volumes of Baglietto’s yachts were
redefined and the form of exterior surfaces, which were now consid-
ered highly important, were treated accordingly. The flybridge made
its debut and was purposefully integrated into the basic design, not
simply stuck on as an afterthought on a superstructure not intended
to receive it. Layouts changed too, with the square recessed bottom
hulls becoming salon decks that communicated directly with the aft
deck. Yachts were developing into craft that were now conceived as
real living spaces.
Materials affected design too, especially the advent of marine ply-
wood. This new material was used for the superstructure of the 16M50
and produced angular shapes and sharp edges. The clean lines and
flybridge of this model perfectly represented the new school of
thought and style that Baglietto would continue until 1978 with the

18M2. Constructed in aluminum in 1975 and 1976, four 85’ (26m) yachts
were also based on this same design. One loyal Baglietto owner, who
commissioned a series of yachts he christened Nauta, loved the profile
style of the 26M so much he reproduced it twice, building yachts of
98’ and 108’ (30 and 33m) in 1989 and 2001. It was not until the intro-
duction of aluminum in 1979 with the Ischia 80 that Baglietto turned
to the softer and more rounded lines allowed by this material.
When Rodriquez acquired the shipyard in 1983, the trend line moved
to a slightly rounded but more aggressive look. The boats built for
Baron John von Newman (Nachite and Chato) are perfect illustra-
tions of the prevailing style. In the mid-1980s Baglietto permanently
abandoned their building of series yachts, switching solely to custom
creations. This new direction demanded the yard employ the talent
of external designers and all of the top names in the design field of
the time wanted to work with Baglietto. Their cooperation however
was often short-lived. In an interview in 2004, Gaspare Borghini, Pres-
ident of the site, reminded us that “the yard imposes its own style, so
the architect must respect that and bring only a light personal touch.”
This specification may seem restrictive to some architects.
Another milestone in the evolution of Baglietto’s style was the launch

INSPIRED BY THE
ISCHIA, ONE JOURNALIST
WROTE: “THE LINES RUN
PERFECTLY. FADING IN
LIGHT CURVES THEY ARE
ROUNDED TO CONNECT
WITHOUT A BREAK...
RAILINGS, AS A
SLIGHT FLOURISH,
SURROUND YACHT..."

– 475    –

!e sleek 40' Gim launched in 1940
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of Adler in 1987. The designer Alberto Mercati laid the groundwork
for a new look, one of high purity. This ‘stripped’ style, in the eyes of
some observers at the time, would today be described as minimalist:
for each generation their own vocabulary. The result however can be
considered a masterpiece; a 116’ (35.6m) with twin 2,600hp MTU en-
gines coupled to water jets that achieved 30-knots. Mercati’s next col-
laboration with Baglietto was launched just a year later, with the 114’
(35m) Baroness delivered in 1988. At the same time Stefano Righini
designed some units for Baglietto, easily recognizable by their dis-
tinctive superstructures: the 118’ (36m) yachts Lady Anfimar and Pia,
launched in 1987 and 1988 respectively.
For various reasons, some designers only managed to achieve one
project with Baglietto. The studio of Giorgetti and Magrini designed
the 108’ (33m) Romantica on behalf of a Milanese industrialist in 1991,
which is a yacht characterized by very horizontal profile lines. Like
many other shipyards, Baglietto has also indulged in retro design
launches, like the 85’ (26m) Franco Anselmi Boretti 1930s commuter-
style yacht named Morgana Blu, launched in 1995. A project called the
‘Baglietto Classico’ was also presented by Jon Bannenberg (1929-
2002), but the construction of the yacht was only partially completed
at Baglietto. Other designers have worked more sustainably with the
yard, with Studio Ruggiero creating the first three displacement yachts
for Baglietto. Though this hull form represented a diversification for
Baglietto, lovers of the brand have little trouble recognizing the Bagli-
etto stamp in these new designs. These yachts were namely Benedetta
2, a 133’ (40.8m) in 1999, the 107’ (32.8m) Blue Magic in 2001, and New
Master, a 147’ (45m) in 2001.
The planing hulls that are most easily recognizable for their ‘Baglietto
style’ created a niche for the yard and are those designed by Aldo Ci-
chero, and then by Francesco Paszkowski. Aldo Cichero is a pillar in
Baglietto’s pantheon of design. Committing to their design office at
an early age in 1960, he collaborated with Paolo Caliari at the yard
until 1969. From 1990 however, Cichero established his position at
Baglietto and in 1991 he revealed Maffy Blue, a new concept of 108’
(33m) with an expanded hull, improved layout of the flybridge and a
remodeled design with slender curves. For Baglietto, he successively
designed the 118’ (36m) Denitta II in 1990, 124’ (38m) Elsewhere in
1992, the 98’ (30m) Alba and 108’ (33m) Colin, along with two 82’
(25m) yachts called C Club and Nefeli II in 1993. In 1999 however Ci-
chero surprised everyone, unveiling the revolutionary Ice Blue, a 133’
(40.8m) designed for Guido Orsi. This futuristic design is a breath of
fresh air, with a highly contemporary wheelhouse and a sundeck that
covered three quarters of the yacht: redefining the flybridge. The
yacht’s semi-displacement hull form allows it to achieve 30-knots with
two MTU engines of just 2,780hp.
During his first collaboration with the shipyard in 1994, the talented
Francesco Paszkowski created Opus 28.60m. It was the largest Open
of its day and the first of its kind built by Baglietto. With 5,120hp en-

gines coupled to waterjets it hit 45-knots. Paszkowski ensured the per-
formance heritage of Baglietto was maintained and the simplicity of
the yacht’s lines drew a lot of attention. As the new millennium
dawned, Paszkowski became the designer elect for Baglietto, design-
ing their entire output for several years. After the 98’ (30m) Charly
Boy in 2000, he followed this up with the 109’ (33.45m) Thunderball
in 2001, 91’ (28m) Spago in 2002, 109’ (33.45m) My Space in 2002, 98’
(30m) Saramour in 2003, 109’ (33.45m) Apache in 2003 and Bellissima,
a 124’ (38m) in 2003. Paszkowski started the concept of building semi-
custom yachts in series at Baglietto and this is a production method
that remains dear to Paszkowski even today.
At this time Baglietto collates its planing hull series under a collection
called ‘Fast Line Yachts’, working on the principal that a successful de-
sign can be implemented across several different model sizes with
minor amendments required. It was during this phase that the talent
of Paszkowski was best employed, his ability to redesign and modern-
ize a portion, like to forward sections of a superstructure, without ma-
terially changing it, proved invaluable. Paszkowski also made slight
alterations in details to create a recognizable Baglietto DNA; like a
matt finish to the vents on the upper deck. The result is a family re-
semblance being created once again, recalling Baglietto’s previous
golden age as a series builder. The same design is used as the basis
for hulls ranging from 98’ through to 144’ (30m to 44m).
Paszkowski also supplied Baglietto with the custom design for a new
137’ (42m) displacement yacht called Blue Scorpion. The fluidity of its
lines is further evidence of Paszkowski’s signature and rarely has a tri-
deck displacement yacht possessed so much grace and lightness.
Scorpio Blue also incorporates several stylistic elements of the ‘Fast
Yachts’ series, further identifying her as a Baglietto. The 137’ (42m)
design proved to be a huge success, with six examples built, leading
to a new 173’ (53m) Baglietto being launched in 2006. The styling of
the new yacht makes it unmistakably related to her smaller sister ship.

THROUGHOUT ITS
HISTORY BAGLIETTO
HAS BEEN INSPIRED
BY THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY. WHEN
PONDERING WHO
THEY’D COMPARE
TO TODAY... WE’D
SUGGEST A DELICIOUS
COMBINATION
OF FERRARI AND
ASTON MARTIN.

Baglietto Alba
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Apart from the two series, planing hulls and displacement, Francesco
returned to the Open design in 2004 and 2005 for two more brilliant
examples: the 105’ and 115’ Astarte and  Blue Princess. Very low in the
water, their profiles perfectly reflect the Baglietto style.
In 2004 and 2005 the design studio of Tommaso Spadolini twice
worked with Baglietto, producing the 134’ (41m) RC for Roberto
Cavalli and the 137’ (42m) Nina J. Cavalli’s yacht presents a highly orig-
inal design, ‘enhanced’ by a two-tone color shift paint job. The 2005
launch of Nina J, however, attracts many plaudits and is unanimously
credited as “a true thoroughbred Baglietto.” As the crisis struck in 2008,
the finishing touches were being put to two of Paszkowski’s 137’ (42m)
designs, which featured vertical pilothouse windows. Fortunately Na-
tori and Oxygen made it out of the sheds, the 141’ (43m) Why Worry

and 144' (44m) Geosand were not so fortunate. They were completed
elsewhere following the temporary closure of the yard.
This overview of various designs, all strongly related, perfectly illus-
trates the existence and essence of the Baglietto style. Speed and el-
egance, strength and sensuality are its core, vital components to
producing yachts that are cutting edge for their day, but remain time-
less due to their quality of design. While remaining faithful to its her-
itage and traditions, Baglietto is also bold and innovative, willing to
lead trends and implement new technology, rather than confine them-
selves to easy conformism. As the shipyard has taken so much inspi-
ration from the automotive industry it’s too tempting not to sign off
this section by pondering who they’d compare to today… we’d suggest
a delicious combination of Ferrari and Aston Martin.

Launched in 2006, !e One is a 111' (34m) designed by Francesco Paszkowski.

!e 134' (41m) RC built for Roberto Cavalli features a two-tone colour-shift paintjob. 
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INTERVIEW WITH
DIEGO DEPRATI
CEO OF BAGLIETTO

You were CEO at Mondo Marine before
moving to Baglietto when it was taken over
by the Gavio Group. What prompted the
move and what does Baglietto mean to you?
Destiny wanted it to be so, so who am I to
argue? During our first meeting Mr Gavio
said ‘I’m buying Baglietto, come and revive
this project with me’. My response was brief
and spontaneous: “If you buy Baglietto, and
I have the first year, I would even agree to
work free of charge.” It is a privilege and an
honor to work for such a name. The reality
was very severe however, the structure had
been devoid of any level of investment and
we had ambitious objectives. Everything
had to be rebuilt. Baglietto is a big name
with a prestigious heritage and a yard that
must continue to exist. We will use all this
to motivate us, it will be our source of
inspiration for the new Baglietto.

What are the primary goals
that you’ve set at Baglietto?
The first task is to introduce new blood in
the management and technical office, and
to re-establish the trust of employees. Mr
Gavio is not a speculator and we are
fortunate to have a clear plan for the next
five to ten years. Objectives and the means

to implement them are extremely
promising. Our first step was to have a
completely new shipyard, which will take
two years. In the second phase we will
present new projects developed with the
assistance of Baglietto favorite designer;
Francesco Paszkowski. Meanwhile, we’ll
finish the boats currently under
construction, which will provide the
opportunity to demonstrate a new level of
quality in construction and finishing. These
results will be visible on the next 144’ (44m)
yacht, scheduled for launch this summer.
The second boat, a 150’ (46m)
displacement, will be also be launched
during 2013. These will be the first visible
results. Our goal is to achieve the
combination of Italian style and taste, with
quality management methods inspired by
the Germans and Dutch.

What prospects for
growth do you envisage?
Baglietto intends to develop in different
directions, all related to its original trade of
shipbuilding. Our main activity will be the
construction of new yachts, but in parallel
we wish to also address the market of high
level refits, primarily on Baglietto vessels.

The third axis is diversification into the
military market and we are interested in
niche composite boats from 42’ to 82’ or 92’
(13m to 25/30m). Historically Baglietto has
always built vessels for the coastguard and
the navy, so we will return to this market.

We thought Baglietto only produces
in aluminum and steel, why do you
speak of composite builds?
Since the acquisition of Baglietto by the
Gavio Group we have often talked about
synergy. Mr Gavio also acquired the Cerri
shipyard, so we will cooperate with this
company that specializes in composite
boat building. The proximity of the Cerri
shipyard is also an asset as it is located in
Marina di Carrara, just 18-miles (30km)
from La Spezia.

Do you intend to develop further
synergies with the Gavio Group?
In the yachting sector our synergy with
the Gavio Group will allow us to rethink
the construction of our aluminium yachts.
In fact, the group has specialized
structures that work in the aluminum
sector, so we will form close
relationships with them.
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FRANCESCO PASZKOWSKI AND BAGLIETTO:
AN ENDURING ROMANCE
The signature of designer Francesco Paszkowski is today closely as-
sociated with the design of large yachts. Working with venerated
brands like Sanlorenzo and Heesen, his name however is inseparable
from the Baglietto shipyard. Possessing a highly contemporary style,
which is sometimes daring, his accomplishments each demonstrate
a natural fluidity and elegance. In addition to exterior design his pro-
lific interior output demonstrates luxury, sophistication and function-
ality. His distinctive interiors are carefully considered, with exquisite
balancing of materials, textures and noble timbers. We were warmly
welcomed at his studio that affords inspiring views over the rolling
hills of Tuscany, Italy to meet the maestro and better understand his
special relationship with Baglietto.
One only needs to spend a short time with Francesco before his pas-
sion for yacht design is persuasively communicated. His mentor dur-
ing his formative years as a designer was none other than Pierluigi
Spadolini, creator of renowned ‘Akhir’ series built by the Cantieri di
Pisa. Between 1986 and 1989 Paszkowski collaborated with Pierluigi’s
son, Tommaso, who had just opened his architecture studio. Always
a person who loved to share his knowledge, the patriarch monitored
the progress of his protégés carefully. As Francesco fondly recalls,
Spadolini impressed upon them how a designer is a orchestral con-
ductor, able to interpret and translate the desires of a shipowner. It’s
a practical philosophy that Francesco believes requires learnt ‘on the
ground’ and is almost impossible to replicate in the theoretical world
of university. In order to stand out students find it necessary to “show
off” with evermore-extravagant ideas, rather than immerse in the hard
groundwork required for a solid foundation of understanding. The
reason why many enroll, but few are chosen.
Such a common sense analysis can only engender confidence in the
major shipyards employ Paszkowski’s services, including Baglietto.
This collaboration is the one closest to his heart, and for obvious rea-
sons. Paszkowski’s experience with Baglietto is the oldest, dating
back to the early 1990’s, and he speaks endearingly of his first Bagli-
etto: Opus I. This spectacular yacht was launched in 1994, so his first
sole design was a Baglietto. A defining moment in his career as a de-
signer and where he felt a part of the family, Paszkowski acknowl-
edges that he owes a great deal of his professional knowledge to
Baglietto. In the yard’s employees trained by Paolo Caliari he recog-
nizes genius. During his time at the yard the staff taught the young
designer all their secrets and shared their experience unreservedly.
Baglietto’s commercial director at the time was Michael Breman, and
Paszkowski recalls their first meeting at the 1990 Genoa show vividly.
On the yard’s stand was a model of the Classic 48/50 meter designed
by Jon Bannenberg (1929-2002) and they discuss the project. The
conversation with Breman marks the beginning of Francesco's long
history with Baglietto and he views it as a story that threads together
many generations: “Life is full of surprises. Twenty years after dis-
cussing Jon’s project I met Dickie Bannenberg at Heesen. I reminded
him the project his father had created and how the conversation sur-
rounding it was a pivotal moment in my career. Strange things hap-
pen in life, fate is unpredictable. Today I meet with Jon’s son, Dickie,
at Heesen... I’m particularly proud of that.” When discussing Breman’s
current position at Lürssen, Paszkowski once again points out the
‘family’ parallel, with both yards enjoying long periods under a family
dynasty. Backing up his ancestral similarity, Paszkowski also points
out their military and recreational production; for him the yards have
similar stories.
When Paszkowski commenced work at Baglietto’s Varazze facility,
Leopoldo Rodriquez sat at he helm, but he’s collaborated with suc-

BAGLIETTO EVOKES
‘LA DOLCE VITA’ FOR
FRANCESCO, AND
THROUGH HIS
COLLABORATION WITH
THE YARD THEY
REINFORCE THE IMAGE
OF THIS LIFESTYLE SO
PECULIAR TO ITALY.
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cessive owners, Gianpiero Moretti and Guido Orsi, with Gaspare
Borghini in management. The ownership transitioned into the
Camuzzi Group in 2004, but loyal to his post, Paszkowski continued
to design the majority of Baglietto yachts during this complex period.
The name Baglietto evokes ‘La Dolce Vita’ for Francesco, and through
his accomplishments with both planing hulls and displacement
yachts, he reinforces the image of this lifestyle so peculiar to Italy.
Looking to the future, Paszkowski is resolutely optimistic due to his
respect for the mindset, intentions and intellect of the new owner, Mr
Beniamino Gavio, with whom he’s already established a bond of trust.
The immediate simpatico between the two means the reestablish-
ment of the Baglietto-Paszkowski axis is instantaneous and in 2012
the yard revealed three new projects: a planning hull named the 46M
Fast, and two displacement yachts of 150’ and 190’ (46 and 58m).
Needless to say, the yard’s favorite son, Paszkowski, has completed
the interior and exterior designs for these projects.
The “46M Fast” is planning yacht whose design is a natural evolution
of the ‘Baglietto style’ and incorporates new design elements. One of
the innovative features of the external lines is the compact nature of
the superstructure, whose limited height accentuates the perception
of efficient aerodynamics. On the bow Baglietto may include a heli-
pad, in response to the regular request from their loyal owners. With
Francesco we discussed many of the pertinent details of the new de-
signs. The symmetrical openings in the transom allow mooring lines
to be easily handled, but without interfering with the lines of the
stern. The addition of curved portions aft further enhance the sublime
lines of the original design. Lowering the height of the bulwark adja-
cent to the main salon allows for improved views and light inside, but
do not distract from the profile’s horizontal lines. The new positioning
of the engine room blower vents are exquisitely integrated.
One of our highlights of Paszkowski’s new design is the configuration
of the exterior spaces, which maximize contact with the sea, whether
underway or at anchor. Fitted with twin MTU 16V4000 engines, the
46M is designed to achieve a maximum speed in the region of 26-
knots, and the boat will be ABS and MCA certified. For Baglietto this

!e smaller of two new displacement designs, the 150' (46m).

SHORTLY AFTER
BENIAMINO GAVIO
PURCHASED
BAGLIETTO, HE
AND PASZKOWSKI
REVEALED THESE
THREE NEW
DESIGNS THAT
DEFINE THE
FUTURE DIRECTION
OF THE SHIPYARD...
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very innovative all-aluminum concept, with its ‘full beam’ amidships,
naturally finds its place within their ‘Fast Yacht Line’. The two dis-
placement projects meanwhile are also worthy successors of the
Baglietto 43M and recently constructed 53M. Their stylistic features
are enhanced with new elements that result in more dynamic lines.
Francesco has faithfully preserved the identity of the yards while
evolving original lines with contemporary interpretations.
Paszkowski is undeniably something of a philosopher and recog-
nizes that it is people who generate a shipyard’s personality “We ac-
quired great cultural experience with yacht owners of different
nationalities and the owners of the shipyard, like Mr. Moretti and Mr.
Gavio. Always remember that the yachts are the results of the rela-
tionships between the people involved.” Highly energized, we’re
privileged when Paszkowski reveals to us his ‘most crazy ambition’:

a dream that involves combining the world of sailing and motor
yachts, the creation of a synthesis between these two separate
worlds. He leads us over to a giant model that he says is a subtle
alchemy between Amerigo Vespucci, the training ship of the Italian
Navy and the traditional megayacht. “Constructed using ‘memory
materials’, this 229’ (70m) project displays giant portholes, recalling
the ports on much older vessels. The sails, when lowered, can be con-
verted into huge awnings, turning the decks into desert tents. As for
the pool, it flows like a waterfall, creating an oasis-like ambience. “If
invention is limitless and we interpret a subject that transcends
logic,” he asks, “Is this just fantasy?” Unless it is the realization of a
real talent, we conclude, then yes, without a doubt. You must truly
possess talent to take the intellectual approach that Francesco
Paszkowski demonstrates.

Baglietto's new flagship design is a stylish 190' (58m) displacement, with helipad as most Baglietto owners prefer.

!e 46M Fast is a 150' that features a planing hull and all aluminum construction.

I
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